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ABSTRACT

Increasing efforts m Advanced Traveler Information Systems has emphasized the need to develop
more robust models of enroute driver behavior. The complexay m modeling driver behavior
stems from the need to capture the day-to-day dynamics of choice, model &version and actave
mformat~on acquisition, and account for lndavldual preferences and needs. Previous papers by the
authors &scussed a conflict arousal methodology for modeling driver behawor m the presence of
real-tame mformataon. It was posed that observed changes m enroute driver behavior,
characterized by &version or actwe information acqms~tion, are evoked through latent factors of
conflict arousal and motavaUon. In-laboratory mteracuve sxmulataen was used to collect enroute
behawor data. Tlus paper presents a structural equation approach for modehng enroute driver
behawor and explmrung causal factors of &version and reformation acqmslt~on as well as the
mterrelataonsbap between these observed behawors.
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INTRODUCTION

Several key factors are known to influence enroute choice aaclu&ng, but not limated to,

percepUon and knowledge of current path conditions (delay, expected travel time, congestion

level), knowledge (or perception) of the existence of alternate routes and travel con&taons 

these routes, affinity toward taking rlsks, and certainty of meeUng travel goals or expectations. In

addition to these vanaUons across a population, ddvaag behavior also vanes for aa&wduals based

on trip characteristics such as trip type, t~me of day, and other considerataons.

The dynamacs of enroute driver behavior have been modeled as an lterauve process

through which drivers are constantly assessaag the current state of the travel process and adjusting

their behawor m response to changes aa the system (Ben-Aklva et al, 1991; Adler et al., I992a;

and Khattak et al, 1993). Based on this ~teratlve formulation researchers have been trying to

estamate under what condmons drivers consider adaptang enroute behavior by &vemng from the

current path or by acqumng additional aaformat~on to assist m assessaag network con&tlons.

A common theory on &version behawor (Khattak et al, 1993, Adler et al., 1992) holds

that drwers react to increased frustration and anger at deteriorating travel conchtaons. Thresholds,

measunng drivers’ tolerance to aacreased frustration, can be used to pre&ct diversion behawor.

Increased difference between percewed and expected travel condmons evoke stronger feehngs of

frustration among drivers which m turn tmpel drivers to changes their behavior m hopes of

reducing these anx~etaes. Thresholds of expectations may vary across aa&wduals or for the same

driver dependaag on temporal and spattal considerations.

In previous papers (Adler et al., 1992), a more general approach to thresholds and enroute

behawor was developed. This conflict theoretical approach, based on fundamental pnnclples of

psychology and human choice behawor, characterized enroute behawor as a three stage process

of arousal, motivation, and response.

The conflict theoretical approach is based on three assertaons of behawor:
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(i) Drivers are goal attamers; all act.tons undertaken as part of the travel process are

designed to help drivers better their chances of meeting then" travel goals.

(ii) Changes in behavior are triggered by an increased dissonance between drivers’ current

perceived ability to actueve travel goals versus then" desired goal attainment state grows

(m) Changes aa behavior are effectuated through &avers’ perceived ability to significantly

improve the chances of goal attainment or reducing the anxiety and frustration caused by

the increased chssonance of goal attainment.

It is assumed that drivers specify a set of travel objectives during the pre-tnp planmng

phase. Tbas set of objectives reveals a driver’s perception of travel con&tions and, under expected

travel conditions, wRl optirmze the drwer’s utility of travel. Based on the expected travel

conditaons, an lmtial route will be selected that wall optinuze the utlht-y defined by the set of

obkecuves. Enroute, as long as travel condlt~ons remain normative, the m~ual route choice will

saUsfy the objecuve space and optmuze driver’s ut~hty of travel. Changes m enroute behavior

should only be expected under con&t~ons of increased congestion and uncertaanty of perception.

Expounding on the concept of expectataon thresholds, it ~s theorized that drivers become

aroused to adapt enroute behavior as then. conflict level increases and exceeds a tolerable

threshold. Conflict is modeled as a latent factor measunng increased anxiety and frustration

experienced as drivers percewe an increased inability to attam their travel objectives. The

chfference between percewed and desired travel objectives is used to measure driver

dissatlsfactaon with the current travel path. When confhct exceeds a tolerable threshold, changes

aa enroute behavior are not guaranteed. It is necessary that drivers recognize potenttal altematave

paths. Moreover, dr~vers must have s~gmficant mot~vatlon to adapt then. behavior (e.g., drivers

wdl &vert only when an acceptable marginal increase m utihty is to be gamed). Appropriate

responses to increased conflict arousal and motwatlon can revolve one or more of the following

actions: &version, reformation acqulsmon, reevaluation of travel objectwes, or do notbang.



The conflict arousal and motivation approach differs from many traditional approaches to

modeling dynamic driver behavior m that latent, or unobserved factors, are directly incorporated

in the theory. Arousal and motivation cannot be directly referred from single observable input or

output variables but rather are situation factors that may revolve several factors working together

to influence enroute driver behavior. As a result, structural equataons models provide a robust

approach to modeling latent factors and for directly testing various hypotheses of relationships

between observed inputs and outputs.

A previous study of diversion behavior, using m-laboratory interactive simulation for data

collection (Adler et al., 1993), was performed using binomial loglt analysis. Although binary loglt

is generally unsuited for modeling latent factors, the analyses were undertaken to identify some

inherent relationships between travel attributes and d~version behavior. It was found that primary

and secondary diversions are influenced by driver’s faimhanty with congestion levels and layout of

current and alternate paths, availability of ATIS, distance from the destination, and perceived

travel speeds. It was also concluded that after drivers initially change from a primary route to a

secondary route, there is a greater wllhngness to change routes again - ’almost a real-time

wayfindmg behavior. The results of this preliminary analysis provided the basis for using

structural equation techmques for testing the conflict arousal and motivation theory.

This paper describes a series of models that were developed with structural equation

approaches to model enroute driver behavior and test the theories of conflict arousal and

motivation described above. The next section provides a brief overview of structural equation

modeling. Tlns as followed by a description of the case study and data collection process. The

latter parts of the paper describe how structural equations were used for analysis, the results of

the estlmat~on process, and provide some insights for further research.

THE CASE STUDY

Data for tins research was collected dunng a case study performed at the Umversity of

Cal~forrna Irvme using m-laboratory interactive macrocomputer simulation. FASTCARS
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(Freeway and Arterial Street Traffic Conflict Arousal and Resolution Simulator), a simulator that

emulates the driwng process and incorporates three types of advanced traveler mformauon

systems technologies (variable message sign, baghway advisory radio, and in-vetucle navigation

system), was developed for data collection purposes. A brief overview of the experiment is

documented below; for a full descnptaon of FASTCARS and the case study, please refer to Adler

et al., (1992a, 1992b, 1993)

A special event trip was simulated with FASTCARS. Pamclpants were Inwted to play the

simulator and take a trip through a hypothetical network from a present ongm to a present

destmataon. FASTCARS leads players through the pre-trlp planning, enroute travel, mad post-rap

evaluataon phases. During the pre-tnp phase, player are shown pictures of the network and asked

to plan their waUal route. Players performances are evaluated based on a set of five travel goals.

A loglstac functmn is u~d to normahze each goal to a scale of 0-100 points. To identify an

mdiwdual’s travel objectives, players are asked to d~smbute I00 weighung points to the goal set.

At the conclusion of the program a player’s score is deterrmned from a hnear addmve function m

wbach the values attmned for the five goals are mult~phed by the assigned weights and summed

together to provide a maximum possible score of 10000 points.

To model various levels of player fanuharity, three categories of ’network experience’ were

created: novice, Intermediate, and expert. Separate sets of maps with varying detml were created

for each level of experience. Novice players were provided maps contmmng only schematics and

&stanced for a few major freeways m the network. Interme&ate maps prowded informataon

about the entire freeway system (layout, distances, and expected speeds) as well as major arterials

(layout and &stances)° Maps for expert players not only contained detailed schematics of the

entire network but also provided reformation concerning expected speeds and probablhty of

incidents. Inmally, partlclpant are randomly assigned nowce or mtermeduate status. After playing

a number of trials, players may be graduated to higher tevels of experience

Enroute travel is modeled m real-time and players attempt to navigate their vehtcle

through the network. Active choices that can be made by players include lane changing, road



changing, acqmring reformation from the tughway advisory radio or in-vehicle navigator, and

changing the weighting scheme on the goal set. Maps of the network may also be viewed at any

time dunng travel. At each slmulaUon event, the player’s acUons and the state of the network are

recorded. Throughout the trip players may experience various levels of traffic congesuon and

may passively acqmre traffic or network-related information conveyed through variable message

or other road-side signs.

Players, recruited from a umverslty populaUon, partacipated m at least two and up to a

maxmaum of ten trials (each trial was one trip); a total of 108 trials were collected. The mJual

session was conducted under gmdance of an instructor who explained the workings of the

s~mulator; successive trials were performed at players’ convenience.

DATA SET AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

For the structural equation analysis, each trip was divided into four sections based on

travel Ume. The total travel Ume of the trip was dawded into four sectaons, each assigned a

quarter of the travel ume. To maintain the model’s integrity it was important to have the same

number of observations for each player. It was deterrmned that &riding trips into four sectaons

produced the best cross section of data. Each section averaged about ten minutes of travel ttme

and there was an even spread of output events. Data sets with greater than four sections

produced too many sections with few observed events; data sets with less than four sectaons

produced too few events with hmated &strabution of observed outputs. For the 108 trials

collected, a total of 432 new records were classified for the structural equation analys~s.

For each trip section, fourteen variables were calculated. These variables, listed m Table

1, define the set of endogenous and exogenous variables considered for the analys~s. The three

observed outputs (Divert, lIAR, IVNS) defined the possible player actions m each trip section.

These variables were assigned [0,1 ] values with 1 indicaung that the output was observed dunng

the specified trip section. The remaining eleven variables were designated observed inputs. In a

~nes of category models performed on the data set (see Adler et ~., 1993), these variables were
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seen as significant factors of travel behavior. Average values were calculated for these inputs

except for the variables enddlst and VMS.

Eaddist measures the &stance from the destination. It is hypothesized that chverslon

behavior is influenced by a driver’s proximity to the desunat~on. Since drivers experienced trips

with vaned &stances, this variable was assigned values [1-4] in&cating the tame shce of the

variable. Lower values represent further &stance from the destmatmn. VMS, mdicaUng the

presence of variable message s~gns observed during the lame shce, was assigned the maximum

message level. Four categories of messages were emulated dunng the case study ranging m

seventy from [t (no congeslaon) - 4 (major incident)]. Therefore, VMS was coded [13-4] -- 

mchcatmg message sign observed and 13 if the driver did not encounter a message sign dunng that

rime shce.

Driver’s famthanty with network layout and travel condmons, both on selected and

alternate paths, has a slgmficant influence on behawor. Therefore, level of famthanty with

network configuratmn and conditmns ~s one of the variables controlled for m the case study.

Participants in the case study were randomly assigned a player level (1-nowce, 2-intermedmte, 3-

expert) and maps, drawn with varied levels of network configuration and traffic con&tion

lnforrnatton were provided for guxdance. Nowce players were prowded with maps hawng the

least detml and maps gwen to expert players had the most detail. In effect, maps and player levels

were used m the case study as proxies for experience.

The ratto of player level to map level of the trek (mtl, matl) was calculated as an m&cator

of network experience. Links m the network were assigned values depending on the lowest level

maps on which they appeared. For exm-nple, links wslble to all players were coded 1 and links

ws~ble orfly to experts were coded 3. Values greater than umty indicate hnks on wbach a player’s

experience is greater than or equal to the lowest level of map on which the hnk is displayed.

It is hypothesized that the conflict arousal and motavat~on latent processes for diversion

and mformatmn acquismon are influenced by groups of variables. Initiation of the conflict arousal

stage involves a driver’s perception of changing travel condmons and abdity to predict amval time
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to the destination. Variables that can capture tbas perceplaon include perceived speed, variable

message signs, and &stance from destination. Motwation to change behavior is impacted by other

variables that reflect hnk or path specific attributes such as road types (e.g., arterial vs. freeway)

and fanuhanty with layout and travel conditions.

Two sets of analyses were performed using the LISREL model. The first set Illustrates

?tow structural equatmns can be used for muluvariate regression analys~s. The second approach

incorporates latent variables in a model assunung error m the y-variables only. A set of 11 latent

endogenous variables are esumated between the x and y variables.

STRUCTURAL MODEL WITH DISCRETE-CHOICE VARIABLES

The theoretical concepts of interest are captured &rectly by three endogenous &screte-

choice vanables: route &version (DIVERT), propensity to use baghway advisory radio (HAR),

and propensity of using m-velucle navigation systems (IVNS).

It ~s assumed that each of these endogenous &chotomous variables is the observed

consequence of a probabd~ty process that potentially depends on all of the other exogenous and

endogenous variables m the system. For each &chotomous variable Yt’ (i = 1,2,3), there is 
8t

latent chscrete-cholce variable y t’ (2 = 1,2,3) that is normally &stnbuted with mean zero and

The relat~onsbap between each observed and latent chscrete-cho~ce endogenousvariance one.

variable ~s:

Yl

Y,

= 1 ff y, ---CX,
= 0 otherwise

(1)

where at is the threshold value of the cummulative normal &stnbution function corresponding to

the marginal distributions of the population over the two categories.



These thresholds can be estimated using the probit model (Goldberger, 1964; Maddala,

t983). The probabihty of observing y, = 1, conditional on the exogenous variables m the system

is given by:

P(y,= lx)= P(y* >_(~,)= 1-~((~-0,)’ ’ x)
(2)

where ¢P denotes the standard cummulative normal distribution and ¢.th is a vector of reduced-form

regression coefficients defimng the conditional mean of a, given x. The hkehhood function for

tbas bmonual process corresponding to the above probabflaty is:

where Yu is the value of Yl observed for mdlvtdual j and xj is the vector of exogenous vanabies for

individual j. The log-hkehhood is given as:

(4)

The aI and ~i values that maxm~_,e the log-hkehhood function prowde the distribution of

y, that is least surprising.

The structural equation model in terms of the y, discrete-choice variables is:
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The hypothesis to be tested is specified in terms of the B and F structural parameter

matficies in equation (5). The B matrix, captunng the direct effects between the endogenous

discrete-choice probabdities specified to be:

B=0 0

0 ~32

(6)

whtch hnphes that y 2’ the probability of seekang highway advisory radio, effect both y 1’ the

probablhty of diversion, and y 3’ the probabdlty of seeking m-vehicle navigation mformaUon. All

other possible direct effects between these three dlscrete-chmce probabilities are specified to be

neghDble: the probability of diversion has no influence on either the probabilities of seekang HAR

or IVNS; and the probabihty of seeking IVNS has no mfluence on either diversion or seeking

HAR.

The F matrix, captunng direct effects on the eleven exogenous variables on the three

endogenous discrete-cholce probabdlties is specified as:

(7)

This spec~ficataon ~mphes that there are d~rect effects between certain exogenous variables

and endogenous discrete-choice probabilities.
,

Finally, ~ is a 3 x 1 vector of errors (umque, or unexplamed portions) of the y

variables.

Estimation of a structural equation model with d~screte-cholce endogenous variables ~s

accornphshed by applying the generalized least squares moment-estamatlon method to a

correlation matrix formed by tetrachonc correlations between the endogenous variables, and
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polysenal correlations between the endogenous variables and the exogenous variables.

Tetrachoric correlation coefficients are estimates of the unobserved correlations between two

unobserved problt variables, .say Yl and Y2, responsible for the two dichotomous variables, Yl

and Y2 according to equation (1). A cross-tabulation of the two observed dichotomous variables

produces cell frequenmes Nij, 1 = 1,2 and j = 1, 2 The log-lfl~elihood resulting from these

observed cross-tabulation (conUngency table) frequencies is then

logL = constant + ~ a
i=1 j=l

where

(9)

and ~2 denotes the blvanate normal dlstnbutmn functmn w~th correlatmn P. The best estimate

of the tetrachonc correlatmn is the P value that maxmuzes this log-hkehhood of observing the

cross-tabulation frequenmes, gwen the two thresholds as and a~ found by maxarmzmg equatmn

(4) m the first step of the esUmatmn method (gark, 1973). Polysenal correlatmn coeffiments 

slnularly computed by as the unobserved correlation between a problt latent vanabte and a

continuous variable (Olsson. et al., 1973).

The free structural parameters m the B and F mamces, denoted by the vector ~, are

estimated by mahng the modeMmphed covariance matrix, Y./{}) as close as possible to the
/

sample covanance mamx, S, where S as composed of tetrachonc, and polysenal correlation

coefficients, depending upon variable type. It ~s not appropriate to use the popular FML

maxtmum-hkelihood fitting functmn, because the assumptmns underlying tins method do not hold

for dmhotomous endogenous variables. Maxtmum hkehhood estlmaUon m thas case will yield

cons,stent estimates but incorrect standard errors (t-statistics) and 2 statlstms.

The best est~matmn method Is weighted least squares (WLS). The fitting functmn

for WLS as
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FWLS = [s - ~(0)]’ w’l[s - ~(0)] (10)

where s Is a [½(p+q)(p+q + 1)] vector of tetrachonc, and polysenal correlataon coefficients

for all pa~rs of (p) endogenous and (q) exogenous variables, g(O) is a vector of model-implicated

correlattons for the same variable parrs, and W is a [½(p+q)(p+q+ 1)]x[½(p+q)(p+q 

positive-definite weight matrix. Mlmmizmg FWLS Implies that the parameter estimates are those

that nummize the weighted sum of squared dewatlons of s from ~(0). Tins is analogous 

weighted least squares regression, but here the observed and pre&cted values are correlations

rather than raw observaUons.

The best choice of the weight matrix ~s a consistent esUmator of the asymptotic covanance

matrix of s:

W = ACOV (slj, Sgh) (11)

Under very general con&tions

w = ( (12)

~s a consistent estimator, where ~ijgh denotes the fourth-order moments of the variables around

their means, and crlj and frg h denote covanances. Brown (1974, 1984) demonstrated that

FWLS w,th such a weight matrix will y,etd consistent estimates 6 which are asymptotically

efficient with correct ACOV(0) (leading to correct parameter t-statistics) and correct 2 t est

values. These properties hold for very general conditions, and consequently such FWLS

esUmators are k~own as arbitrary distribution function, or asymptotically distnbution free (ADF)

estimators.
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For the hypothesized model, the estimation results are shown m Figures 1 and 2 and Table

3. This model is sagmficant at p=0°876 with a chl-square of 12o223 and 19 degrees of freedom. It

also has an Adjusted Goodness of Fit hde× of 0.990 and Root Mean Square Residual of 0 0303.

Other possible alternative hypotheses mvolwng parameters of the Beta rnamx (~21, ~31,

~13, ~23) were tested and shown that they could be rejected. Table 2 summarizes these results.

The first model listed m the table has slgmficant parameters but does not fit as well, at has a bagh

chi-square and large RMSR. The other three models presented hi the table have poor fits. In

each case, there are betas that have non-significant t-values and, as m&cated by LISREL’s

mo&ficataon radices tables, there were potentmlly better variable combmauons.

STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODEL WITH LATENT DISCRETE-CHOICE FACTORS

A powerful feature of structural equation models ~s that they can be used to estimate latent

factors. The conflict arousal and resolution concepts advanced m thas research hypothesize that

there are latent factors that exxst between drwer perception and action. These steps of arousal

and motivataon dictate which actions will follow.

Based on the theoretical model of conflict arousal and motwat~on, a second set of models

was estimated using structural equations with measurement models. The full equation including

the latent discrete-choice factors is given by two equations. The first denotes the full model; the

second ~mphes the measurement model for the latent factors on the endogenous variables:

rl= Brl+Fx+¢
* (13)

y =An+ 

The A matrix contains the coefficients between the latent factors and the endogenous

variables. The B matrix ~s now used to capture the &rect effects between the latent discrete-
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choice factors, and the F matrix captures direct effects of the eleven exogenous variables on the

latent &screte-choice factors.

The hypotheses to be tested in this model suggest that latent concepts of arousal and

motivaUon can be represented by four latent chscrete-choice factors. Each of the first three

factors lead directly into a single endogenous discrete-choice variable; these represent the

motivation factor. The arousal phenomenon ~s represented by a single latent factor that ~s directly

effected by a subset of the exogenous variables and leads only to other latent factors. Ttus factor

represents an intermediate effect that triggers successive behawor. This structure is given by the

following matrices:

The ~ matrix, defimng the T1 latent factors m terms of the y* &screte-chome

probabflaies, is specified as:

(14)

The B matrix, captunng the direct causal effects between the endogenous latent discrete-

chome factors is specified to be:
-0 1312o 1314
0 0 0

1324

0
[332

0 0

0 0 0 0

(I5)

This tmpfies that 114, a latent variable of arousal, &rectly effects both the probability of

seekang highway advisory radm and the probability of divemng. In tbas model, sirmlar to the

previous one, the probability of seekang tughway advisory ra&o also effects both the probability of

diversmn, and the probabfiay of seekang m-vehicle navigation reformation.
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As in the previous case, estimation is accomplished by applying the generalize least

squares moment estimation method to a correlation matrix formed by tetrachorlc correlations

between the endogenous variables and polysenal correlaUons between the endogenous variables

and the exogenous variables. The results are shown in Figures 3 and Table 4. This model was

found significant at p=0.931 and has a chi-square of 11.55 with 20 degrees of freedom. The

model also has an AGFI of 0.991 and RMSR of 0.0456.

After running several model structures, each with vaned matrix forms, the model

presented here was found to be the the only acceptable model. All t-scores were significant and

there were no sigmficant modlficatton indices to suggest that other parameters would better the

model fit. Table 5 lists other models that were tested but rejected. In each of these models there

were variables m the beta and lambda-y matrices that had t-values that were not slgmficant.

Modlficataon matrices revealed by LISREL also showed that these models could be improved by

altering the matrix structures.

The acceptable model illustrates some Interesting finchngs on behavior and the presence of

latent arousal and motivation concepts. Eta-l, eta-2, and eta-3 are latent concepts that reflect

unmeasurable effects that influence the endogenous vanables. The three latent factors~ each t~ed

to a specific output, describe levels of motivation and need to modify behavior. The latent factor

Ued to diversion combines the effects of the arousal latent factor w~th the effects from the HAR-

related latent factor w~th additional inputs from the input vanables. It acts as a Filter to suggest

that once arousal has occurred other effects mouvate drivers to d~vert. Increased desire to divert

comes from prewous d~verslon behawor and less fan,ahanty of the current path°

The fourth latent variable, eta-4, is hnked to other latent factors but not t~ed to a specific

output. This can be interpreted as negative arousal potential. Ttus variable has a negative effect

on chvers~on and mformat~on acqu~smon. Thas factor, comprised of enddist, aslink, VMS, and

typetl indicates confhct arousal as a precursor to activity. When players are further from the
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destanation and traveling on freeway links arousal is imtiated through a marked decrease m

average travel speed and a variable message indicating congestion or an incident ahead.

Similar effects occur on the two other latent factors that are tied to the reformation

acquisinon outputs. Once arousal has occurred, different variables effect whether the driver writ

divert or seek additional information. The negauve total effects for mapatl and onalink on HAR

and IVNS indicate that less famifianty with the alternate paths is more hkely to lead to drivers

acqmdng adchtional informanon. Figure 4 lUustrates the total effects on the dependent variables.

DISCUSSION

Two models were esUmated using LISREL and structural equation modeling techmques.

Table 6 summarizes the model statistics. Both models fit very well and cannot be rejected at the p

= 0.05 level.

Modeling mformat~on acqms~tlon as an output clearly shows that enroute behavior

revolves more than diversion. The act of acquiring informanon is Itself an Important behavioral

response to the environment. The hnk between HAR and IVNS suggests that drwers may rely on

several methods of mforrnaUon presentation. Traffic condition mforrnation and route gmdance

serve different but important purposes in assisting drwers to assess travel conditions and make

diversion decisions.

There Is an ~mprovement when mowng from the model of path analys~s to the model that

includes latent factors. The total effects table for the path analysis states that several inputs

induce both diversion and information acqmsltmn but no other reformation is known coacermng

the decision process. Alternatively, the model that includes latent factors provides more

understanding to the behaworal choice. The four latent variables can be wewed as conflict and

arousal concepts that trigger &version and reformation acqmsition. In turn, flus arousal combined

with other varmbles leads to different observed outcomes.
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CONCLUSIONS

Tius paper presented a structural equataon approach to modeling enroute driver behavior.

Two models were estimated, the first presenting a path analys~s approach and the second

revolving latent factors. There are several insights to be gained from these models. A structural

equation approach to model driver behavior, Is useful on ~ts own or aa conjunction with tra&tional

choice models. While structural equation models are not predictive by nature, the ability to

recogmze direct and indirect causal links between variables can be a valuable asset in deterrmmng

impacts on behavior. Structural equations have also been used for longitudinal studies involvaag

panel data and repeated behawor. While not used m this form aa th~s research, this approach may

lend itself to studying longer-term impacts on driving behawor.

The abihty to estunate a model using latent variables enables a dtrect analys~s of the driver

and the decision making process. In the field of driver behaworal analysls, understanding the role

of the driver is more crtt~cal than knowing the relationship between aaputs and outputs. Whale

category models and loglt analyses provide these simple relatlonshlps, they often fad to prowde art

understanding of several aspects of the human element. The ad&tion of latent factors, as shown

m the models presented here, provides a deeper, more logical understanding of the decision-

making process by reveahng how the observed input factors are combined and used by drivers to

make travel choices.

Furthermore, being able to joaatly model the endogenous variables prowdes an altematave

to nested or joint loglt modehng. These models dlustrated the ease with which one can model the

impacts of reformation on diversion while hawng both variables as outputs. Most other modeling

approaches have exclusively used aaformatmn acquisition as inputs.

Although the test case for th~s research was a special event trip, it is hkely that other types

of trip could have been substituted and smular results obtained. The results on &version behavior

and reformation acqmsit~on, while not surprising, confirm many basic hypotheses of travel

behawor and the potential ~mpact of ATIS.
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However, it must be emphasized that the intent of case study was to demonstrate the

feasibility of the prototype game and the theoreUcal model; generahzataons regarding the

population are clearly unwarranted and not made. A larger and more robust data set is needed to

better test the theories. More emphasis needs to be placed on characterisUcs of in&vidual

behavioral characteristics and travel objectwes - neither of which were included into the modeling

process. A longitudinal study of repeated trips would be useful to study dynatmc aspects of drwer

behavlor.
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Table 1 Case Study Variables

ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES
DIVERT 0 = Did not divert, 1 = Divert
HAR 0 = Did not use HAR, 1 = Used HAR
]VNS 0 = Did not use IVNS, 1 = Used IVNS

EXOGENOUS VARIABLES
ENDDIST
VMS
TYPETL
TYPEATL
MTL
MATL
ONTL
ONATL
ASLINK
SPDRATIO
NUMDIVER

Distance from destination - trap quarter [ 1-4]
Level of message sign [0-4]
Current path road type
Alternate path road type
Farmhanty with current path
Farmlianty with alternate path
Prewous umes on current path (past trips)
Prewous ttmes on alternate path
Average hnk speed
Observed travel speed / Expected speed
Prewous &versions dunng this trial
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Table 2 Summary of Rejected Models for Path Analysis

Beta Matrix
(2,1), (3,2)
(2,1), (3,1)
(1,2), (2,1), (3,1), 
(1,3), (2,3)

X2 p d.f. AGFI RMSR
44.84 0.001 19 0.962 0 041
57.14 0.000 19 0.952 0.058
11.45 0.832 17 0.989 0.030
56.04 0.000 19 0.953 0 055

PROBLEMS
lugh cba-square

not significant beta
not sigmficant beta
not slgmficant beta

Table 3 Beta Matrix (t - statistics)

DIVERT

DIVERT

HAR

IVNS

ENDDIST VMS TYPETL

-0 323 0 228 -0 259

(-4 914) (3 984) (-4 258)

Seek -0 221 0 156

HAR (-2 589) (2 846)

Seek -0 173

WNS (-2 565)

DIVERT HAR IVNS

- -0.376

-6.006

- 0,361

(3 382)

Gamma Matrix (t - statistics)

TYPEATL MAP AI~MP

-0 266

(-4 599)

ONTL

0 | ! 9 -0 283

(2 311) (-2 753)

-0 335

(-5 038)

-0 219

(-I 912)

ONATL

-0 145

(-2 249)

ASLINK

-0 326

(-7 783)

SPDRAT

-0 327

(-6 144)

NMDIVR

0 758

(12 282)
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Eta-1

Eta-2

Eta-3

Eta-4

Table 4 Beta Matrix (t - statistics

Eta-I Eta-2

-0.222

(-3.490)

0.353

(3.331)

Eta-3 Eta--4

00.283

(-4.888)

-0.153

(-2.977)

ETAI

ETA2

ETA3

ETA4

ENDDIST

-0 178

(-2 894)

1000

Latent Variable Model Gamma Matrix (t - statistics)

VMS TYPETL TYPEATL MAP AMAP ONTL ONATL

-0 227

(..4 201)

-0 737 0 990

(-3 514 (3 782)

0 146 -0 236 -0 144
(3 018) (-2 070) (-2 124)
-0 309

(-4 575)

ASLINK SPDRAT

0 130

(2 779)

-0 147

(-i 914)

1 399

(4 076)

NMDIVR
0 748

(12531)
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Table 5 Summary of Rejected Models for Latent Factors Analysis

Beta Matrix
(1,4), (2,4), (3,4)
(2,3), (1A), (2,4)
(1,4), (2,1), (3,1)

X2 p d& AGFI RMSR
31.26 0.069 21 0.976 0,742
22.93 0.348 21 0.982 0.058
55.45 0.000 21 0.958 0.065

PROBLEMS
non sig. betas

high mod indiciesB
tugh clu-square

Table 6 Summary of Structural Equation Models

Model X
Path Analysis 11
Latent Variables 11

Y Latent X2 p d.f. AGFI
3 0 12,223 0.876 19 0.990
3 4 11.551 0.931 20 0,991

RMSR
0.0303
0.0456
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Figure 1 Full Multivariate Regression on Divert and ATIS

ENDDIST

VMS

TYPETL

TYPEATL

MAPTL

MAPATL

ONTL

ONATL

ASLINK

SPDRATIO

NUMDIVER

DIVERT

SEEK HAR

SEEK [VNS

X2 with 19 degrees of freedom = 12.223 (p = 0,876)
AGFI = 0.990 RMSR = 0.0303
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Figure 2 Path Analysis Total Effects

- ENDDIST~

+ VMS

4" TYPEATL J

HAR ~
MAPATL=

ONATL-

SPDRATIO -

- ENDDIST~

-F VMS

- TYPEATL J

|VNS ~
MAPATL -
ONTL -
ONATL -
SPDRATiO -

enddist vms

divert -.240 .170

hat -.221 .156

ivns -.253 .056

Total effects X on Y

typetl

-.259

typeat|

-.045

.119

-.292

maptl

-.266

mapatl

.106

-.283

-.102

ontl onatl

divert .055

har -.145

ivns -.219 -.052

asiink

-.326

spdratio numdiver

.123 .758

-327

-.118
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Figure 3 Model with Latent Variables

NUMDIVER

SPDRATIO

TYPEATL

MAPTL

MAPATL

ONTL

ONATL

ASLINK

ENDDIST

VMS

TYPETL

X2 with 20 degrees of freedom = 11.55 (p = 0.931)
AGFI = 0.991 RMSR = 0.0456
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Figure 4 Latent Variable Analysis Total Effects

- ENDDIST ~
~MAPATL +

+ VMS ~~.

TYPETL-~’-~ O’VERT’~ ONATL +
.

~----’--- ASLINK -

- ENDDIST

4= VMS

TYPETL

+ TYPEATL /

~
MAPATL -

ONATL -

- ENDDIST

+ VMS
iVNS ~

MAPATL =

ONATL -

Total effects X on Y

endd~t vms typefl typeatl

divert -2A9 .183 -.246 -.032

bar -1.53 .113 -.151 o146

ivns -.232 .040 -.053 -.257

maptl

-.227

raapatl

.052

-.236

-.083

divert

har

fins

ontl onatl as|ink spdratio

.032 -.348 .162

-.144 -.214 -o147

-.051 -0075 -0052

numdiver
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